Suboptimal performance in working memory (WM) tasks and inefficient prefrontal cortex functioning are related to dysregulation of dopaminergic (DA) and hypothalamic-pituitaryadrenal systems. The aim of the present study was to investigate the joint effect of genetic polymorphisms coding for DA catabolism and glucocorticoid receptor (GR, NR3C1) on brain functioning. The study group (90 right-handed white Caucasian healthy individuals) underwent functional magnetic resonance imaging experiments to examine blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) response during a WM task with varying cognitive load (1-, 2-and 3-back). We have also examined skin conductance response (SCR) during the WM task and restingstate cerebral blood flow with continuous arterial spin labelling. The genetic markers of interest included Catechol-O-Methyl-Transferase (COMT) (Met 158 Val) and NR3C1 singlenucleotide polymorphisms (BclI C/G rs41423247, 9b A/G rs6198 and rs1866388 A/G). Haplotype-based analyses showed (i) a significant effect of COMT polymorphism on left anterior cingulate cortex, with greater deactivation in Met carriers than in Val/Val homozygotes; (ii) a significant effect of BclI polymorphism on right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), with greater activation in G/G carriers than in C carriers and (iii) an interactive effect of BclI (G/G) and COMT (Met/Met) polymorphisms, which was associated with greater activation in right DLPFC. These effects remained significant after controlling for whole-brain resting-state blood flow. SCR amplitude was positively correlated with right DLPFC activation during WM. This study demonstrated that GR and COMT markers exert their separate, as well as interactive, effects on DLPFC function. Epistasis of COMT and BclI minor alleles is associated with higher activation, suggesting lower efficiency, of DLPFC during WM.
Introduction
Working memory (WM) is a cognitive mechanism that underlies temporary storage and manipulation of limited amounts of information. 1 The role of the dopaminergic (DA) system in modulating WM processes in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) is well established. 2 It is known that dopamine levels in DLPFC are modulated mainly by Catechol-O-Methyl Transferase (COMT), the gene for which has common Val 158 Met polymorphisms. The Val allele is 3-4 times more active than the Met allele, resulting in a lower level of dopamine in DLPFC in Val carriers. [3] [4] [5] A seminal study demonstrated greater activation, suggesting reduced efficiency, of DLPFC during WM in healthy individuals that was associated with the number of the Val alleles. 4 These authors proposed that the deficit in prefrontal function associated with Val allele may increase susceptibility to schizophrenia.
Another line of research in WM shows an impact of the Hypothalamic-Pituitary Axis (HPA) on prefrontal cortical functioning. Animal studies have shown that deficits in executive performance and WM may be associated with stress-related dysregulation of the HPA. 6, 7 Moreover, there is strong evidence supporting the role of HPA dysregulation as a risk factor for depression and psychosis, 8 which is related to maladaptive responses to stress and glucocorticoids. This is in line with the reported association of less efficient prefrontal cortical functioning with overactivity of the HPA that may be due to the effect of stress-induced glucocorticoids upon prefrontal cortex, where glucocorticoid receptors (GRs) are abundantly expressed. 9 For example, in humans, a study in healthy females demonstrated that acute stress (as measured by elevated salivary cortisol) resulted in significantly reduced WM-related activity in DLPFC, accompanied by less deactivation in the default mode network. 10 A recent neuroimaging study provided evidence for the existence of time-dependent effects of corticosteroids on human brain processing. The administration of hydrocortisone was associated with improved WM performance and increased activity in left DLPFC. 11 Thus, there is evidence that both DA and HPA systems are involved in WM. The extent to which there is any interaction between the genes regulating these different systems remains unclear. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no study of the impact of the interaction between genes regulating COMT and GR on neural activity during WM.
The purpose of our study was, therefore, to examine the impact of clinically relevant genes on prefrontal cortical function in healthy individuals during WM. We focused on the COMT Val/Met polymorphism and three single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of the GR gene NR3C1 that have been implicated in modulation of glucocorticoid sensitivity and major depression: BclI C/G (rs41423247), 9b A/G (rs6198) and rs1866388 A/G. Importantly, 9b A/G (rs6198) has been found to modulate WM performance in healthy individuals. 12 We conducted functional magnetic resonance imaging experiments with healthy individuals performing an n-back task with varying cognitive load (1-, 2-and 3-back), and employed a haplotype-based analysis, highly advantageous in neuroimaging genetic studies. 13 It has been previously shown that genetic markers exert an effect not only on blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal but also on resting-state cerebral blood flow (rCBF), which was demonstrated in studies with 5-HTTLPR and COMT genetic polymorphisms. [14] [15] [16] These authors suggested that the amplitude of BOLD activations may be directly influenced by the magnitude of resting brain perfusion, that is, if rCBF is already high at rest, the amount of BOLD response measured above this baseline may be reduced. Therefore, in order to control for the potential effect of COMT and NR3C1 polymorphisms on CBF, we examined rCBF using continuous arterial spin labelled (ASL) perfusion functional magnetic resonance imaging. We also measured skin conductance, which is known to register the level of emotional arousal. We tested the hypothesis that an interaction of the genes regulating COMT and NR3C1 would impact DLPFC activation during the WM task. In particular, we hypothesized that the interaction of COMT Val/Val and NR3C1 polymorphisms would be associated with greater DLPFC activation during the WM task. We did not have a specific hypothesis as to which particular NR3C1 polymorphism would be involved in this gene-gene interaction.
Materials and methods

Participants
The study included 90 right-handed white Caucasian healthy volunteers (45 females) aged 19-56 years (32.5 ± 9). Exclusion criteria were current or past substance abuse, head injury or any pre-existing neuropsychiatric disorder, screened out by the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-TR Axis I disorders. 17 The study was approved by the local Ethics Review Board. Participants were given full details about the experimental protocol and gave their written informed consent.
Genotyping
Cheek swab samples were collected and DNA extracted using the protocol developed at the Social, Genetic and Developmental Psychiatry Centre (Institute of Psychiatry, King's College London). All participants were genotyped for COMT (Met 158 Val, rs4680) and three NR3C1 SNPs: BclI C/G (rs41423247), 9b A/G (rs6198) and rs1866388 A/G.
Haplotypes were separately estimated for NR3C1 SNPs using the expectation-maximization algorithms included in the gap 18 Functional magnetic resonance imaging. We used a 12-min version of n-back task with varying cognitive load (1-, 2-and 3-back) and a baseline condition (letter X). Participants were presented with a series of Epistasis of BclI and COMT on brain activation W El-Hage et al letters appearing on a back-projector screen one at a time (presentation time 1000 ms) and were required to press a button whenever the letter presented was the same as that presented 'n' trials earlier. In the control condition (0-back), the participant pressed a button whenever a letter X was presented.
Each condition was presented three times, with all conditions presented in a pseudo-random order to control for any potential order effect. Each block had 21 trials and started with a 3-s instruction introducing the block. Participants' performance data (accuracy and reaction time) were recorded. All participants received a practice session before scanning.
Continuous ASL. We acquired a T2-weighted fast spin echo sequence (repetition time 4380 ms, echo time 65 ms, slice thickness 4 mm, 36 slices, image matrix 320 Â 320, reconstructed as 512 Â 512, field of view 24 Â 24 cm) and a fluid attenuated inversion recovery sequence (TR 8000 ms, TI 2000 ms, echo time 127 ms, with the same slice prescription and resolution).
The rCBF measurements were made using a pseudocontinuous ASL, 22 in which arterial blood is labelled using a long (1.5 s) flow-driven, adiabatic radio frequency pulse. The image was then acquired with a 3D fast spin echo spiral multi-shot readout (echo time 32 ms, repetition time 5500 ms, echo train length 64). Images were reconstructed to a 2562 matrix, such that the resulting rCBF maps have a spatial resolution of 1 Â 1 Â 3 mm. Three pairs of tagged-untagged images were collected, which together with two calibration volumes for flow quantification comprised a total acquisition time of 6:08 min.
Participants were instructed to relax and remain still during this part of the scanning session.
Skin conductance responses. Skin conductance responses (SCRs) were recorded to examine stress reactivity during the n-back task, using a constant voltage (0.6 V) skin conductance module (SC4; Contact Precision Instruments, Cambridge, MA, USA) attached to a personal computer. The skin conductance signal was sampled at 100 ms intervals. Only deflections X0.04 mS were computed. The timing of the stimuli presentation was synchronized with the SC recording program.
Analysis
Functional magnetic resonance imaging. The analysis was performed with XBAM software (Institute of Psychiatry, London, UK) which is based on permutation testing that allows a mixed effects approach to analysis (http://brainmap.it). 23 First, generic group activation maps were constructed by mapping the observed and randomized test statistics for each individual into the standard stereotactic space and computing and testing median activation maps. The significance level (P < 0.001) in group analysis was chosen such that at this level of significance there was no chance of observing any false positive cluster per whole-brain map. Second, data were analysed by fitting linear trends at each voxel for all individuals at the memory load conditions (1-, 2-and 3-back) compared with baseline (0-back), with orthogonal polynomial trend analysis. Voxel-wise estimates of linear trends in each individual for n-back experiment were fitted to a linear model. Following computation of the observed and null distributions of the regression slope, the voxelwise and cluster-wise significance of differences in linear trends were obtained by analysis of variance of the data sets.
Analysis of genetic effects on brain activation. We assessed the association of different polymorphisms (COMT and NR3C1 SNPs) with the BOLD response to varying WM load by means of haplotype trend regression. 24 This comprised regressing a dependent variable (BOLD response) onto individual probabilities of having each of the haplotypes. If significant effects of the NR3C1 haplotypes on BOLD response were detected, pairwise comparisons of the BOLD response associated with the different haplotypes (for example, CCG vs CTA, or GTA vs CCG) were conducted by means of post hoc linear contrasts. Finally, a multiple regression by all coefficients was performed to study interactions between COMT and NR3C1 polymorphisms.
Continuous ASL analysis. For each subject, images were checked to control for artefacts while applying a default threshold to strip (0.5). Images were normalized to the spin-echo EPI template of statistical parametric mapping (SPM) and images were then smoothed with a 6 Â 6 Â 6 mm kernel. The processed images were statistically analysed using SPM-5 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK).
Skin conductance responses. Skin conductance levels and non-specific fluctuations exceeding 0.04 mS were counted during each of the n-back task conditions (X, 1-, 2-and 3-back). Amplitude was defined as the highest deflection (phasic increase in 
Abbreviation: COMT, Catechol-O-Methyl-Transferase. a One haplotype was discarded because of having a frequency < 10%: BclI = G, rs6198 = C, rs1866388 = G.
Epistasis of BclI and COMT on brain activation W El-Hage et al conductance) from baseline initiated 1-4 s after slide onset and exceeding 0.04 mS. A log transformation of SCR magnitude (log(SCR þ 1)) was used to normalize the magnitude data. SCR data were analysed with regard to individual differences to varying cognitive load, the BOLD response, and relationships with COMT and NR3C1 polymorphisms.
Results
Behavioural data
There were significant main effects of cognitive load on percentage of correct responses (F(1, 88) = 56.8, P < 0.0001) and on reaction time (F(1, 88) = 147.4, P < 0.0001). Here, increasing cognitive load was associated with a decrease in performance accuracy and an increase in reaction time (Supplementary Figure 1) . Performance accuracy and reaction times on the n-back task did not significantly differ (all P-values > 0.20) between genetic subgroups.
Neuroimaging experiments
Group patterns of neural activity in response to cognitive load. Group maps demonstrated activation in bilateral DLPFC (BA9), precuneus (BA7), basal ganglia (putamen), midbrain, left superior frontal gyrus (BA6/32), bilateral inferior parietal lobule (BA40) and right middle temporal gyrus (BA20) (Figure 1 ; Supplementary Table 1) .
Linear trend analysis. Linear trends analysis of BOLD response to increasing cognitive load (1-, 2-and 3-back) revealed significant (P < 0.001) positive trends of activation in right thalamus, left caudate, right inferior parietal/supramarginal gyrus, right DLPFC and left medial frontal supplementary motor area; and significant (P < 0.001) negative trends of deactivation in left middle cingulate cortex, left insula and left anterior cingulate cortex (left ACC) (Table 2; Figure 2 ).
Genetic modulation of BOLD response. Catechol-O-Methyl-Transferase: The only significant association was found between COMT polymorphisms and clusters showing negative trends in activation: left ACC (F = 5.90, P = 0.02) and left insula (F = 4.37, P = 0.04), with higher levels of deactivation in Met than in Val carriers (estimate = 0.025, F = 5.898, P = 0.017; Figure 2a ). To control for baseline CBF, we conducted a General Linear model analysis covarying for whole-brain rCBF. This analysis showed significant associations between BOLD response in left ACC and COMT polymorphisms (F = 4.7, P = 0.03), and a significant main effect of memory load (F = 47.4, P < 0.001), but no interaction of memory load with COMT polymorphisms (F = 0.31, P = 0.87). To clarify the effect of COMT polymorphisms, an one-way analysis of variance was performed, with genotype (Val/Val, Val/Met and Met/Met) as the between subjects measure. This showed that Met carriers had the largest decrease in BOLD response to all n-back conditions compared with Val/Val carriers (P = 0.018) (Supplementary Figure 2a) .
NR3C1:
The haplotype-based trend regression analysis showed that the only significant association was observed between NR3C1 haplotypes and BOLD response in right DLPFC (r 2 = 0.11, F = 3.475, P = 0.019), which remained significant after controlling for whole-brain rCBF (F = 3.062, P = 0.033). There was a significant main effect of memory load on right DLPFC BOLD response (F = 46.6, P = 0.008), but no interaction between memory load and NR3C1 haplotypes (F = 0.61, P = 0.54). Post hoc comparisons showed that the significant effect of NR3C1 haplotypes on BOLD response in right DLPFC was due to differences between GTA and either CTA or CCG (in both cases P = 0.036, false discovery rate (FDR) corrected for multiple comparisons). In other words, the only significant association was Figure 2b) . No main effects of gender on brain activation were observed and there was no interaction between the gender and the COMT or NR3C1 genotypes.
Gene Â gene interactions. Multiple regression analyses were conducted with BOLD response in left ACC and right DLPFC as dependent variables, and COMT and BclI polymorphisms as independent factors. The interaction was significant for DLPFC BOLD response (F = 15.0, P = 0.0002), which reflected greater BOLD response to all memory load conditions in individuals homozygous for both BclI G/G and COMT Met/Met alleles compared with any other combination of homozygotes, that is, G/G and Val/Val, C/C and Val/Val or C/C and Met/Met (Figure 3 ). This interaction effect remained significant after covarying for whole-brain rCBF (F = 14.9, P = 0.0002). The individuals homozygous for both COMT Val/Val and BclI C/C polymorphisms showed a trend to greater BOLD response compared with the carriers of both Met/Met and C/C polymorphisms (P = 0.07).
Skin conductance responses
Higher cognitive load (2-and 3-back) was associated with significantly higher SCR amplitude than lower cognitive load (0-and 1-back; Supplementary Table 2 ).
Significant positive correlations were observed between SCR amplitude and BOLD response in right DLPFC, on the 1-back (r = 0.27, P = 0.020), 2-back (r = 0.26, P = 0.025) and 3-back (r = 0.23, P = 0.049) conditions.
Discussion
The goal of the study was to examine the impact of COMT Â NR3C1 gene interactions upon neural activation during WM in healthy individuals. Our findings indicate that BclI G homozygotes showed significantly greater activation in DLPFC, compared with C allele carriers; COMT Val homozygotes showed lack of deactivation in left ACC, compared with Met carriers; and epistasis of COMT Met/Met and BclI G/G alleles was associated with significantly greater BOLD response in DLPFC.
The pattern of exaggerated BOLD response to WM task in DLPFC has been known to underlie inefficient WM functioning. 4, 25 Our novel findings regarding the impact of NR3C1 polymorphisms upon neural activation, therefore, suggest that carriers of BclI G/G alleles showed inefficiency of information processing in DLPFC during WM performance. The issue of (lack of) deactivation within the left ACC on Val homozygotes needs consideration. The studies have shown that activation in WM-related frontal networks was consistently accompanied by deactivation in a set of brain regions referred to as the default mode network that includes ACC. This deactivation is suggested to reflect a redistribution of neural resources towards executive functioning and away from task-irrelevant internal thoughts. 26, 27 In contrast, the lack of deactivation within the default mode network is considered as a sign of inefficiency in allocation of attentional resources, which was demonstrated in patients with schizophrenia. 28, 29 Importantly, the failure to deactivate medial prefrontal cortex has been recently shown in Val/Val homozygotes, 30 which directly supports our findings.
The interaction between BclI G/G and COMT Met/ Met associated with greater activity in DLPFC is an additional novel finding of the present study, and suggests that BclI G/G alleles may have a moderating effect on COMT Met/Met alleles, resulting in less efficient DLPFC functioning relative to the combination of COMT Met/Met alleles with any other BclI alleles. Importantly, there was no independent effect of COMT Met/Met on DLPFC activation: the effect of COMT Met/Met emerged only due to an interaction with BclI polymorphism.
Our findings add to the literature by demonstrating that BclI G/G homozygosity contributes to inefficient DLPFC function either separately or in an interaction with COMT Met homozygosity.
We are confident that our findings of genetic modulation of activation, as measured by BOLD response, during WM reflect an impact of genetic modulation upon neural response to the task rather than on performance per se, since genetic subgroups did not differ on WM task performance. Furthermore, by showing no significant effect of genetic variation in COMT and NR3C1 upon baseline perfusion, we were able to show that our findings were independent of any variation in baseline blood flow.
Given the novelty of our findings regarding the impact of the BclI polymorphism upon DLPFC functioning, we discuss here the possible mechanisms of this effect. The BclI polymorphism in the NR3C1 gene is a C to G substitution in intron 2, 646 nucleotides downstream from exon 2. It is known that the minor G alleles of BclI are associated with hypersensitivity to stress. The relationships between the stress level and functioning of different neural regions are complex. A positron emission tomography study in humans showed a positive correlation between the level of stress-induced cortisol and glucose metabolism in DLPFC, in contrast to a negative correlation between cortisol level and metabolism in medial prefrontal regions. 34 Considering possible reasons for low efficiency of DLPFC functioning in BclI GG carriers, we would like first to reflect on the results of the SCR examination that provide an insight into the levels of stress reactivity during WM task performance. We note that the 2-and 3-back blocks were associated with higher SCR amplitude (compared with 0-and 1-back), indicating mildly stressful condition. Based on the reports of higher sensitivity to stress in BclI G carriers, 31 it is conceivable that the overactivation of DLPFC as demonstrated by GG individuals in our study was determined by an excessive DA release due to the above high sensitivity of the GR. This suggestion is in line with the report showing that the increased level of glucocorticoid signalling was associated with markedly enhanced basal dopamine release in the prefrontal cortex, showing a putative mechanism of low efficiency of prefrontal cortex functioning in affective disorders. 35 The interaction of BclI G/G with Met (rather than Val) homozygotes is intriguing and is contrary to our prediction, as it is Val homozygosity that is known to be associated with less efficient prefrontal cortical functioning (greater BOLD response to WM task). We believe that our results of an interaction between COMT Met and BclI G alleles are best interpreted in light of the proposal where the relationship between the amount of DA in the prefrontal cortex and the cognitive performance maps on an inverted U-shaped curve. 36 According to this proposal, either overflow or deficiency of DA may have a negative impact on prefrontal cortical functions, particularly on WM. For example, any influx of dopamine level would be detrimental for carriers of Met allele (which is naturally associated with higher DA levels than Val). Indeed, Mattay et al. 37 showed that administration of amphetamine resulted in increasing prefrontal DA level to the advantage of Val allele carriers rather than the Met allele. Thus, when the BclI (G/G) homozygosity co-occurs with COMT Met/Met under mildly stressful condition, both genotypes would show the highest prefrontal DA levels, which places them towards the end of the inverted U, resulting in low prefrontal efficiency. On the other hand, having Val alleles when being a BclI G/G carrier, would temper the excess prefrontal dopamine level resulting from the increased stress reactivity in these subjects.
Other genes involved in DA catabolism (for example, DAT, DRD2, DRD4 and MAOA) have been described to impact on brain activation during WM [38] [39] [40] [41] as well as emotion processing tasks. 42, 43 In our study, we were specifically interested in the interaction of COMT (Met 158 Val) and the complex haplotype underlying HPA system regulation, that is, three NR3C1 SNPs: BclI C/G (rs41423247), 9b A/G (rs6198) and rs1866388 A/G. We acknowledge the importance of further investigation of the impact of other genotypes on the brain functioning.
A limitation of our study was that it included only Caucasian subjects, but this was necessary to ensure that allelic ratios were homogeneous across study participants. Since we have studied the genes involved in HPA regulation, the study would have benefited from direct examination of cortisol level in our participants. This would have provided for more direct measure of stress sensitivity (as opposed to inferences made on the basis of genetic polymorphisms). Unfortunately, this was not technically feasible at that time. Further studies are warranted to explore the association between NR3C1 polymorphisms, plasma cortisol levels and prefrontal cortical functioning. We were unable to replicate the original findings of DLPFC BOLD response increase in Val allele carriers. 4 There could be various reasons for that. First, there was a difference between our task and that of Egan et al. 4 who employed Wisconsin Card Sorting Test. Importantly, another study by the same group, 25 using a numerical encoding/retrieval paradigm, established that it was the encoding procedure (rather than retrieval) that elicited the robust DLPFC modulation. Our task involved more specifically retrieval, which may explain the lack of significant BOLD response modulation. We emphasize however that our data did show, although non-significant, Valdependent differential BOLD response in DLPFC. There have been other non-replications reported. 44 Importantly, a study 44 that employed the paradigm similar to ours (2-back WM task) also did not show COMT modulation of BOLD response, when using a conservative whole-brain analysis, again, similar to us. However, when the region of interest approach was applied, this resulted in a replication of the increase in DLPFC BOLD response in Val carriers. In our study, we have specifically focused on an interaction of the COMT Â NR3C1 genotypes; therefore, we did not commit ourselves to the ROI analysis by each genotype.
Our results serve as an extended replication of a study 46 that showed an inefficient DLPFC and dorsal cingulate/medial prefrontal cortex functioning in smokers with Val/Val genotype. We did not control for the current smoking status of the participants. We are confident, however, that the participants were abstinent for at least 1.5 h before the beginning of BOLD imaging. If the majority of our participants were smokers, the abstinence would have resulted in decreased BOLD response in DLPFC and MPFC in Val compared with Met homozygotes. As this was not a case, we believe that our findings were not confounded by the smoking status. We acknowledge that future research of genetic effect on cognitive performance should assess the smoking status of participants.
In summary, our findings indicate greater DLPFC activation in individuals simultaneously homozygous for COMT Met and BclI G alleles, which may indicate inefficiency of DLPFC function in these individuals. Our findings add to the existing literature highlighting the impact of genes modulating DA and HPA systems on prefrontal cortical function. We suggest that genes involved in DA and stress metabolism may be part of a complex endophenotype that supports functioning of the prefrontal cortex during WM tasks.
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